July 25, 2017 Minutes Residents meeting

The meeting was called to order at 6:15 pm at resident commons room. The following agenda was prepared by the Corry mayor.

- Announcements for Corry village
  
  Meet the New Corry Mayor

  The Drying rack Survey and the Use of personal drying racks

- Events and entertainments
  
  Smoothie day, August 18

- Questions and concerns?
- Birthday Celebrations for the Month June

Attending:

- Assistant Director for Graduate and Family Housing: Jason Fraser-Nash
- Area Coordinator: Corry, Maguire and UVS Villages: Kaitlyn Hosticka
- Director of University Housing Residence Life: Calvin Mosley
- President of Mayors Council: Dean Hasan

Announcements

Introducing the New Mayor

The Mayor gave a brief intro about his mayor term and thanked everyone that supported him during his term. He then introduced the new Mayor of Corry village Mike Sanchez.

Mike Sanchez gave a brief intro about his Corry village history and his connection with the village and his motivation to be a Mayor of Corry village.

The Drying rack Survey and the Use of personal drying racks

Calvin Mosley was introduced by the Mayor to talk about the Survey and the new policy. Mr. Mosley explained that Azfar (could not attend meeting) had promised the survey and that in the last month they had the survey. They got 66 responses and 60 responses were for personal drying racks and 6 were against the use of personal drying racks.

He explained that because of this result, GFH has made this new Drying rack policy for Corry village. He explained the policy and said that all residents will be sent the policy by email. This entails the use of one drying rack per household, the rules when you use one and the consequences when you do not follow the rules.
Mr. Mosley asked if anyone had questions and no one had question concerning the new policy

The Mayor announced the Events and entertainments
  There will be a Smoothie day on August 18 from 11 am until 12:30 pm

Questions and concerns:
  • One resident asked why we did not have a Corry Mayor elections. The Mayor replied that the election was planned for May 2017 (Based on the Constitution). For over a month nobody applied for the position and the election month passed. Within Mayors Council (MC) we decided that we will vote within MC meeting for the new candidate because we had already passed the election month. Dean Hasan was introduced by the Mayor to elaborate in more details. Dean Hasan explain that the voting happened within the MC meeting when the resident meeting of the voting month has passed. Questions about MC Mayor eligibility were brought up, eligibility was clarified and residents were asked to make an appointment with GFH staff for questions about their personal eligibility.
  • A question was brought up about the Corry Village Facebook page, it was clarified that MC and GFH staff are not admins of that page and are not members.
  • One resident asked how we can trust the results of the Survey of the drying racks, because she could do multiple entries without a problem. Mr. Mosley replied and said that because of that problem, Housing traced the IP addresses and multiple entries were removed.
  • Kaitlyn Hosticka wanted to thank the Mayor Iwan Molgo for his service as Mayor of Corry village. She said, he has work hard to get answers for all residents in the last year and that meetings with her would sometimes take 2 hours because he was determined to get the answers and demand for the residents.
  • The MC President said also a few words about the Mayor. That Iwan Molgo went above and beyond to get many things done for MC and the Corry village residents.
  • There was one announcement that PhD moms will have a welcoming party at Corry village on August 19, 2017. All are welcome

Birthday celebrations
We had one residents celebrating his birthday. We sang Happy Birthday to the resident of Corry
The meeting was adjourned at 7:15 pm.
There were 44 residents in attendance.